Workshop - INVITATION
Office 365 collaboration with Teams
Softsource invites you to join us to explore how
Microsoft Teams can help your business as a more
“intelligent communications solution” to easily and
proficiently improve collaboration.

Tuesday 17th
October
9.30 - 11.30 am
The Blues HQ
32 Campbell Crescent,
Epsom, Auckland
(Ample free parking

Microsoft Teams is a gamechanger for businesses
given the increasingly important role of
collaboration in the way that work gets done.
Employees spend an average of 80 percent of their
time on collaborative work, and that collaboration
often happens across different time zones, cultures
and even languages. With Microsoft Teams,
employees can chat in real time, view free/busy
calendar availability for team members and start a
video call, and even store and share files directly
within the Teams app – and all within a secure and
customisable environment.

available)

Places are limited
Registration is essential

Click here to
register

We will show you how team members can join
meetings with a single touch or click from the
smartphone, tablet, or PC of your choice, along
with how to share and collaborate content directly
for any device easily and securely.

Do you have Office 365?
Are you maximising the
capabilities?
Are you thinking of replacing

Microsoft Teams ensures that no one employee is
working in a silo. Rather, it removes siloes and
allows them to leverage the collective intelligence
to get work done faster – and smarter. With many
employees citing collaboration as one of the most
valuable attributes in their ideal workplace, tools
like Microsoft Teams are perfectly fit to empower
employees to work in the same way they
communicate in their personal lives – digitally, in
real time, without boundaries.

your PABX? Could Skype for
Business be an option for your
business?

Most businesses today are only using a fraction of the Office 365

Softsource is a proud sponsor
of Blues rugby and we look

capabilities they already subscribe to. In this workshop we will focus
on how your business could be using Microsoft Teams to collaborate
and work remotely using online meetings with audio, HD video, and
web conferencing over the Internet.

Do you want to learn more
about co-ordinating meetings
and sharing files?

If any of the above
questions
resonates with you,
this workshop is a
must.

forward to hosting this
workshop at their premises in
Epsom. If you have time, and
are interested. a short 10

The following chart shows what is available within Office 365. What
services could you be leveraging to increase efficiency and
productivity?

minute tour of their facility is
available after the workshop .

vCIO
Strategic Planning &
Technology Roadmap
Design.
A CIO-level guidance and
planning solution available to
your business, as a service.
Focusing on business and IT
alignment, the entrada vCIO
gives mid-size businesses the
expertise and value of a
technology advisor without the
cost of an in-house CIO.
Click here for a list of modules.

Workshop will Cover;
Transforming the way you communicate and collaborate
across your organisation with Office 365
Build an effective platform for transforming your business
Replace expensive and out of date Conferencing Systems
with a modern mobile capability built right into Office 365.

Work with internal and external teams members from
anywhere on any device.
Share information and files securely and easily with
OneDrive
Manage Projects using visual “boards”, embracing modern
“agile” methodology into your business.
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